Blouse femme 1 patron 5 créations
da: Tana Éditions

Modello: LIBFR-9782845678323

Une blouse pour femme
In this little book you will find a real-size paper model to create your clothing or accessory, with its 5 possible combinations. Created by designer Sonia Lucano, this work will allow you to create your own outfits the simple way, You'll see that sewing it's not that complicated!
By Sonia Lucano
23 pages in French

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
Robe chasuble

dì: Tana Éditions

Modello: LIBFR-9782845678361

Robe chasuble
Create your own dress, anyway you like it. Here is a base design with a real-size paper model with 4 possible combinations. This lovely piece of clothing, with delicate details is here proposed in sizes S, M and L. Choose a floral or polka-dot fabric, depending on your mood and renovate your wardrobe.
By Sonia Lucano
23 pages in French

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
Barboteuse 1 patron 5 créations

da: Tana Editions

Modello: LIBFR-9782845678347

Une barboteuse pour bébé
Create your own rompers as you wish. With a basic design and a real-size paper model, with 4 possible combinations. Rompers in soft cotton for our 3 months to two years old children. Just choose between plain or printed patterns and there you have your kids all dressed up for the summer.

By Sonia Lucano

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
Blouse fillette

da: Tana Éditions

Modello: LIBFR-9782845678354

Create lovely shirts for your daughter. With a basic design and a real-size paper model, with 4 possible combinations that will allow you to create this gracious piece of clothing for girls from 2 to 8 years of age. A floral look, a cotton veil for a hot summer day or anything else she wants … also, mother-of-pearl buttons, just because it's so chic!

By Sonia Lucano

23 pages in French

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
Le Liberty sous toutes les coutures

da: Tana Éditions

Modello: LIBFR-9782845677487

Le Liberty sous toutes les coutures
This beautiful floral english fabrics are amazingly populare in the world of sewing. Created in partnership with the english creatore of the Liberty® fabrics, this work offers you many original creations! Fashionable clothes and accessories for all! A beautiful work to keep or give out to all sewing fans and all Liberty® fabrics lovers!
By Lucinda Ganderton
160 pages in French

Price: € 25.50 (incl. VAT)
Bracelets

da: Tana Éditions

Modello: LIBFR-9782845679016

The biggest trends for bracelets are all gathered in this book. 60 designs with simple instructions accompanied by high-quality illustrations. A simple point of view, technical tips and most of all creativity.

Author: Isnata

87 Pages in French

Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)